LIFE-REWEART project demonstrates the
concept of 100% recyclability of footwear
and garments, re-using them as components for the creation of new articles, ensuring replicability of the manufacturing
model developed, which enables footwear
disassembly.

A 100% real circular
economy manufacturing
process for vegan-organicrecycled footwear

All materials used are organic, chemicals
and animal free, achieving a 100% ORGANIC, VEGANE and RECYCLED footwear.
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www.life-reweart.eu

Life Reweart APP is an innovative
digital technology that offers the
possibility of the final consumer to
reuse a used garment and convert it
into a new set of footwear and unique accessory, entirely reciclable.
LIFE-REWEART is a project co-funded by the European
Union under the LIFE+ Financial Instruments within the
axe Enviromental Policy and Governance an under the
grant Agreement LIFE17 EN/ES/000290

LIFE-REWEART

objective is
to conceive a
new business
model, enabling at design stage
the selection of the most suitable
materials and processes to create a
new footwear 100% vegan, recycled,
organic and reciclable.

“Optimal Use”
Models
Support better
usage and
supporting service
“Circular
Design” Models
Design products and
materials with the
aim of long-term
value retention

CIRCULAR-SUSTAINABLE DESIGN,

minimizing energy
and natural resources
consumption as
well as wastes and
emissions.

“Value Recovery”
Models
Capture value after
user life
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“Circular support” Models
Management, Support

PRESERVE THE ECOSYSTEM
Today, less than 10% of wastes are recycled.
REWEART Project offers a feasible alternative.

FOLLOWING THE EUROPEAN DIRECTIVE OF
TEXTILE WASTE FOR 2025
The adoption of the Directive EU 2018/
851 in the National and Regional Strategy
for waste management, obliges to reach
50% of recycling in 2025 and expands the
responsibility over wastes to producers.

REDUCE CARBON FOOTPRINT
ADVANTAGES OF CIRCULAR MODEL
Usage of recycled materials avoids fossil
source materials use and reduces costs
Hilaturas Ferre recycles cotton waste since
1947. RECOVER range of yarns are produced
with up to 100% recycled fibers. These yarns
contain a high percentage of mechanically recycled cotton, which is blended with recycled
polyester from PET bottles or organic cotton.

Recycled cork has been used for a
new model of vegan sandals; insocks
have been made with only 20 caps. We avoid
the emission of 2,24 Kg CO2 equivalent per
pair of sandals.

The production of
1 kilogram of cotton
garments uses up to 3
kilograms of chemicals.

The equivalent of more than
3 trillion plastic bottles is
needed to produce plasticbased clothes every year.

Textiles production uses almost
100 billion cubic metres of
water annually, representing 4%
of global freshwater withdrawal.

WITH THIS MEASURES
WE CAN AVOID THE
INEFFICIENT USE
OF FINITE NATURAL
RESOURCES AND
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS

